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An arbitrary perturbation of the distribution function of normal excitations in a pure superconductor
attenuates within a time on the order of l:i. v/ a, where l:i. v is the velocity scatter of the normal excitations
in the perturbation, and a is the dimension of the perturbation-localization region. It is shown in this paper
that in superconductors of this type there can exist also long-lived perturbations of a special type. One such
type of perturbation, namely sinusoidal waves of electron sound of finite amplitude, is investigated in detail.
These waves can exist at finite temperatures, when the superconductor constitutes a two-component system
of a superconducting condensate and normal excitations. The normal component that takes part in the
acoustic oscillations executes collisionless motion in antiphase to the superfluid motion, and screens to a
considerable degree the dielectric fields produced by the latter. At low amplitudes, the electron sound of
this type attenuates strongly because of the interaction with the normal excitations (Landau damping).
With increasing sound amplitude, the damping time decreases and becomes of the order of the free-path
time of the free excitations. Electron sound waves exist in a temperature interval on the order of critical,
when the concentration of the normal excitations is so high that they can ensure screening. The velocity of
this sound is of the order of the Fermi velocity of the electrons.
PACS numbers: 74.30.-e

1. INTRODUCTION

Assume that in a sufficiently pure superconductor,
where the mean free path of the normal excitations is
large, a perturbation of the distribution function of the
normal excitations is produced in a finite region of
space with linear dimensions a';;; l. If the velocities of
the non-equilibrium excitations are distributed in the
interval I::.v, then the time of the decay of the perturbation is generally speaking of the order of a/I::.V, L e., it
is small. The purpose of the present paper is to show
that there can exist in a superconductor also much longer-lived perturbations of the distribution function, and
to investigate one such special type of perturbationsinusoidal waves of electron sound of finite amplitude.
As shown by Bogolyubov(l] and Galitskil., [2] in a superconductor, neglecting the Coulomb repulsion of the electrons at zero temperature, there should exist an acoustic electron branch with velocity v F/ -13, due to pair
correlations that play an important role in the superconducting condensate. As shown by Galitskil[2] and Anderson, [3] the Coulomb repulsion transforms this branch
into a plasma-oscillations branch that loses the entire
specific character of the superconducting state. At
finite temperatures, the superconductor is a two-component system consisting of a superconducting condensate and a gas of normal excitations. We can expect for
it the existence of oscillations of the acoustic type, in
which the normal and superfluid components move in
antiphase, so that the system remains neutral.

ist only in the limit of frequent collisions of the excitations with one another.
Conservation of neutrality is possible only if the normal excitations have time to screen the field produced
by the density oscillations of the condensate. At low
temperatures (T« 1::., where I::. is the half-width of the
energy gap) the velocity of the electron sound, if it
exists at all, should be of the order of the Fermi velocity. At the same time, the velocity of the normal excitations at T« I::. is much smaller than the Fermi velocity. In this situation they do not have time to catch
up with the sound wave and to screen the electric fields.
This means in turn that the temperature interval in
which electron sound might exist in a superconductor is
bounded by the inequality T ~ 1::., L e., T is of the order
of Tc_
Actually, however, electron sound of small amplitude
cannot exist in superconductors. At T- Tc the number
of normal oscillations in the superconductor is large,
and there is no sound because of the large damping due
to the interaction with the normal excitations. As
shown by Gal'perin, Kagan, and Kozub,[Sl under conditions of sufficiently infrequent collisions the damping of
ordinary sound decreases with increasing sound intensity. One might expect the damping to decrease with increasing amplitude also in the case of electron sound in
superconductors. It will be shown in this paper that
weakly-damped acoustic-type oscillations of suffiCiently
large amplitude actually exist in superconductors, and
their dispersion law and damping law will be obtained.

In order for the sound oscillation to exist, it is necessary to satisfy the condition WT» 1, where T is the
frequency of the collisions of the normal excitations and
W is the frequency of the sound. In other words, the
motion of the normal excitations must be free over the
period of the sound. This constitutes the essential difference between the electron sound investigated in the
present paper,. and the second soundinasuperconductor,
which was considered by Ginzburg[4J and which can ex-

propagates in a superconductor. Actually, owing to
dissipative processes, this distribution should decrease
in space (or in time), and one can attempt to determine
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Assume that a traveling sound wave of potential q, (see
below) and superfluid momentum Ps given by
<J)=<J)~ cos q (z-wt),

p.=p.• cos q(z-wt)

(1.1)
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the characteristic time of this decrease. In the field
(1.1), all the quasiparticles-normal excitations of the
superconductor-can be divided into nonresonant and
resonant. The resonant quasiparticles in turn are subdivided into un trapped and trapped. The mean value of
the z component of the velocity of the trapped quasiparticles is equal to the wave velocity w. These particles
execute periodic oscillations in potential wells made up
by the field of the wave. The frequency of these oscillations will be designated WOo The resultant velocity of
the quasiparticles is w + 6.u, where 6.u is the variable
component of the velocity. Its order of magnitude is
(m* <1»1/2, where m* is the effective mass characterizing
the longitudinal motion of the quasiparticles, which we
shall determine below. We assume that !6.u! «w, i. e.,
the change of the momentum of the trapped quasiparticle
upon reflection from the walls of the well is much
smaller than the Fermi momentum (the velocity w turns
out to be of the order of v F ). Since the dimensions of
the well are of the order 2rr/q, the same inequality can
be rewritten in the form
000<0>.

(1.2)

This is in essence the main inequality that ensures applicability of our theory.
It should not be surprising that the relatively low potential <I> captures quasiparticles with energy on the
order of T ~ 6.. The trapped qua13iparticles have an
average velocity w equal to the velocity of sound, and
the periodic component of their velocity 6.u is such that
the corresponding energy m*(6.u)2/2 in a coordinate system moving with velocity w is smaller than or equal to
<1>.

We shall define resonant excitations as untrapped if
their average z component of the velocity (u) is close to
w (the angle brackets denote averaging over the period
of the sound). More accurately, resonant untrapped excitations should satisfy the inequality

I <a>-wl S;; (lll/m·l'/•.

Which are the excitations that decide the dispersion
law of the electron wave? The disperSion law is the
consequence of neutrality in conjunction with the law of
conservation of the number of electrons in the superconductor. To answer this question, it is thus necessary to estimate the contribution of the resonant excitations to expressions of the type (2.14) and (2.15) (see
below) for the electron density and the current density.
This contribution turns out to be small in terms of the
parameter 6.u/w,," woIw« 1 in compariSon with the contribution of the nonresonant excitations, for although
the excitation distribution function in the resonant region is large in absolute magnitude, it is of alternating
sign (see below). The result is an exceptionally peculiar physical Situation, wherein the contribution of the
resonant excitations to the dispersion law is small, and
the contribution to the density of the mechanical energy
is large, being proportional here to the integral of the
square of the distribution function.
It must be emphasized that in this situation one can
operate with the concept of a Single mechanical-energy
density for the entire system of excitations-resonant
and nonresonant. Indeed, as the wave attenuates in the
course of its propagation, its amplitude changes. One
can speak of a Single energy density if the resonant
particles follow this change adiabatically. The adiabaticity condition

is thus one of the conditions for the applicability of the
presented theory.
2. INITIAL EQUATION OF THE PROBLEM AND
ANALYSIS OF THE LINEAR CASE

We start with a system of kinetic equations for a
superconductor and weakly inhomogeneous and slowly
varying external fields; this system was derived and
analyzed in[Sl:
Bn, + Be,
iJt

The electron-sound wave transports mechanical energy.[6l The mechanical energy is none other than the
minimum work that must be performed to produce a
non-equilibrium distribution of the quasiparticles in the
alternating fields of the wave. The equation describing
the transport and dissipation of the mechanical energy
in a superconductor will be derived below. We shall
show that the main contribution to the mechanical energy is made by resonant quasiparticles and that this energy turns out as a result to be proportional to <I>~/2.
The mechanical-energy dissipation that leads to the
damping of the sound is due to the collisions of the normal excitations (we confine ourselves to elastic collisions with impurities). As a result of the collisions,
the quasiparticles leave the resonant region and become
attached to the "thermostat" made up of all the nonresonant excitations. Therefore the damping time of the
sound is of the order of the characteristic relaxation
time T.1I
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ap

an, _ al, an, +1 {n.} =0.
iJr

(2.1)

8r iJp

Here np is the excitation distribution function, and Ep is
the excitation energy:
€.=e.+pv"

(2.2)

e.=Cf.,'+il')'i>,

P is the momentum of the excitation (we put Ii = I),
~p=6.+Ill+p.'/2m,

(2.3)

$p=p'/2m-[!,

where p. is a constant quantity from which the energy is
reckoned, p. = mv., and m is the effective mass of the
normal electrons.
Expression (2.2) depends on two gauge-invariant
combinations:

26)
c

v . =1- ( Vx--A ,

2m'

(2.4}

where X the phase of the wave function of the superconA. G. Aronov and V. L. Gurevich
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ducting condensate, while cp and A are respectively the
scalar and vector potentials. The spectrum (2.2) constitutes in essence a trivial generalization of the de
Gennes solution[91 to the case of a slow dependence of
. the phase and of the potentials cp and A on the coordinates and on the time.
Finally, I{nJ is the collision operator, which in the
case of interest to us, that of collisions with impurities,
is given by
d'p'
f (2:1'1)'
A pp ·6(Ep-Ep·) (u,-n

p') ,

(2.5)

A... =2rrN,(2:n)'m-'I/pp·1 '(upup.-vpv •. )',

(2.6)

I {np} =

where N, is the concentration of the impurity atoms,
/pp. is the electron-scattering amplitude in the normal
metal,

It can be shown that Q' coincides with the mean value of

the BCS Hamiltonian density in external fields.
We start with an analysis of the linear problem in the
collisionless case. We seek a solution in the form
np=no(Ep)+n~1), where no(e,) is the equilibrium Fermi
function, and we obtain for n~1), linearizing the kinetic
equation,
nt') =-00

1l>1;Ie+p,v an,
oo-qv!;le+iv ae '

(2.13)

where v>O and v-O. The corresponding corrections
to the concentration and to the current density are then
6N=- ( -aN'1])+
af.!

iq6i=iqv,N.-i

JdT.

!;
ooan,/as . (!;
- W+P.v )) ,
e oo-qv!;Ie+/v e

ooan,lae . (6
)
-I))+p,v,
fdT.qV oo-qvs/e+/v
e

(2.14)
(2. 15)

{2.7)

The condition for the applicability of (2. 1) includes
the following inequalities:
(2.8)
(2.9)

where T is the characteristic time of the collisions of
the excitations with the impurities.
Equation (2.1) should be supplemented with Maxwell's
equations, the continuity equation Z )

whereas the linear correction to the gap, as can be verified by substituting (2. 13) in (2. 11), is equal to zero.
Substituting (2.14) and (2.15) in the continuity equation (2.10), we obtain the phase shift X as a function of
the fields and of the potentials. We have
<I> =

aN/at+div i=O

V ••'
oo'-q'V.,,"

iooeE
, - oo'-q'V. w'

(2.16)

p - --::----,:::-:--::'

where
V ••'

(2. 10)

.
eEcI

-I

f dT.---,:--;--:-:'-7-:'-:--:-oo'-«IV)'
6' (qv)'an,]
oo'-(qvS!e)'+ioov e' q'
ae
aN f
00'- (qv)'
6' an, ]
X [ -+ dT.
•
=

[

N

-+
In

(2.17)

-I

(which for a superconductor is an independent equation
of the theory), and the self-consistency equation for the
superconducting gap ~:
1-

~

--2

f (2:rt)'-e.-·
d'p 1-2up

.

Both formulas in (2.16) stand in fact for a single relation, since

(2. 11)
-ioop.-iqW=eE.

Here X is the effective electron-electron attraction constant, N is the electron density
N=

..,'-(qv;le)-+ilO\, e' ae

aft

It can be verified that, in order of magnitude,

(2. 18)

JdT.[u.'n.+v '(l-n.) J.
p

Therefore if the temporal dispersion is more important
than the spatial one, i. e., if the inequality

and i is the electron flux density
i=Nv.+

f dTpvn.,

(2. 19)

where
v=p/m,

holds, then the equation of motion for the superfluid
components takes the form

dT p =2d'p/(2:n)'.

Equations (2.5), (2.6), (2. 10). and (2. 11) lead to an
energy conservation law, which we shall need subsequently:

(2.20)

ap.lat=eE,

and q. =O.
In the opposite limiting case qv F » w we have

~«i-NIl»+div(W-ill»=eiE;

(2. 12)

at

ll>=ieEq/q',

Here

f dTpEp (n.-v,') - "i:'
/).'

(i =
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P.=o,

(2.21)

and we can introduce a scalar potential only. This case,
for example, takes place when a theory is constructed
for the propagation and absorption of ordinary sound in
A. G. Aronov and V. L. Gurevich
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s upe rconducto rs.
We note that these equations can describe also a neutral Fermi gas. To this end it is necessary to put e = O.
The continuity equation then yields the acoustic dispersion equation
(2.22)
This sound is due to pair correlations of the electrons
in the superconducting condensate and to the finite condensate compressibility connected with these correlations. At non-zero temperatures, the solutions of the
(2.22) is complex. This corresponds to damping of the
sound by the interaction with the normal excitations.
At T« A it follows from (2. 17) and (2. 22) that, neglecting the exponentially small corrections to the speed of
sound,

other electrons changes little. For this reason, the
sound oscillation remains, as before, harmonic (sinusoida1. 3 ) Its dispersion law is determined by the relation (2.26), but the integral in the right-hand side, just
as the integral in (2. 17), must be understood in the
sense of the principal value. We retain the previous
symbol V~w for the quantity (2. 17) defined in this manner.
We obtain the solution of the dispersion equation at
A« T e, i. e., at temperatures close to Te. We start
with calculation of the quantity w • Integrating in
(2.17) with respect to the azimuthal angle and taking
(2.25) into account, we obtain the expreSSion

V:

3V:.

N.IN+6!1's'l.
N.lN+2/}.'s'[,

u,.'

where S=W/qVF,
:c'
8n.
Jdx JCds x's'-s'e'-;J;:'
I

(2.23)

I, =

•

i. e., the damping is exponentially small because of the
small number of normal excitations. At T- Te the number of normal excitations is so large, and the associated damping becomes so strong, that the imaginary
part of the frequency becomes of the order of the real
part and there are no acoustic oscillations in this temperature region.
We now obtain for the superconductor a dispersion
equation that describes the relative motion of the normal and superfluid components in the linear approximation. Substituting expression (2. 15) in the neutrality
condition 01 = 0 and taking (2. 16) into account, we find
that the longitudinal conductivity in the relation J =(] ,E
is given by

(2.24)

(3.1)

0

(3.2)

The integrals II and 12 diverge at the lower limit as
A - O. Our aim is to obtain the first term of the expansion of these integrals in powers of the small parameter A/T. To this end it is convenient to represent the
quantity anoiaE in the form

(3.3)
where w" = lTT(2n+ 1). Substituting (3.3) in (3.2), we
change the order of summation and integration, after
which we integrate first with respect to ~ and then with
respect to x. The obtained integrals can be easily expanded in A/W1l, after which, summing over n, we obtain

where
I
-

I}

N.=N( 1+2 Jd;~)
,Je

dT (qv) ,

J

P

4T s

1.=

is the concentration of the superconducting electrons.
The dispersion equation is therefore
N

=~ ,{~ +

q'

6l'-q'v••';'!e'
w'-(qv;!e)'+iwv

8

S

7W)

.n'

~(~l 1-8 +1)+ }
T
2 n 1+8
. .. •

(2.25)

•

!!..:..=

•

an.

ae .

(2.26)

Analysis shows that owing to the large damping due
to the normal excitations, Eq. (2.26) has no wave solutions.
3. SOUND OSCILLATIONS OF FINITE AMPLITUDE

-

'"{~+
8

2

7t(3)
71'

~ln 1,-S
T I + .•

+... },

(3.4)

where '(x) is the Riemann Zeta function.
Recognizing that·
(3.5)
we obtain ultimately, accurate to terms of order (A/T)2
inclusive in the numerator and in the denominator
V ••' [n'
A N. (.s'ln--+2s-+1-s
.,
1) +
--=
--s'+vF"
16 T
N
1+s
3'"
0

]

The arguments presented above suffice to establish
the law of dispersion of electron sound. We have seen
that propagation of large-amplitude sound is accompanied by "turning off" of the resonant electrons, an
effect manifest by the fact that their contribution to the
integrals of the type (2. 26) is appreciably decreased.
At the same time, the distribution function of all the

In accordance with the foregOing, the dispersion equation can be represented in the form
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(3.6)
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N,
S· f~' an, ,s'- V••'s'lvF'e'
-=2 dx d;-x -----'-''--''-3N
fJe
s2-x'1;'/e'

(3.7)

We obtain the limiting value of the root of (3.7) as ~ - o.
We emphasize that we seek here only real roots. The
left-hand side of (3.7) tends to zero. At the same time,
the limiting value of the ratio (3.6) as ~ - 0 is s2/2, so
that the dispersion equation acquires the form
(3.8)

Let us calculate the derivative of 8 m with respect to
time. We have
fJ8 m

fJ8

fJ8fJS

a;:-=a;:-TSat:·

We shall verify below that in this case I np_n~O) I « 1,
where n~O) is the equilibrium value of the distribution
function of the excitations. Neglecting this small increment to the equilibrium distribution function in the
calculation of a8/aS, we have
fJ8 m
a
-=-(8-TS)

Its solutionis so=0.83.

(4.3)

at

at

(4.4)

'

In the next approximation in the small parameter
~/T we obtain for the temperature correction to the

speed of sound

where T is the temperature. Taking into account the
equation
aSlat+diVS=(as]

s=O.83-0.52MT.

at

We see further that at T« Tc the dispersion equation
has no solutions, since its right-hand side is exponentially small and the left-hand side tends to 1/3. This
means that the solution of the dispersion equation appears at a temperature amounting to an appreciable
fraction of Tc. The value of s remains of the order of
unity in the entire region where the dispersion equation
has a solution.
In the derivation of the dispersion equation it was assumed that the sound wave consists of a single harmonic.
Let us ascertain when the contribution from the higher
harmonics can be regarded as small. The largest contribution comes from the change produced in the gap by
the superconducting motion with velocity vS. The corresponding correction to ~ is of the order of (p FV S ) 2/ ~,
and consequently the ratio of the amplitudes of the second and first harmonics is
(3.9)

The density of the mechanical energy of the system is
(4.1)
where 8 is the true energy density that enters in the
energy. conservation law, and 8 0 (S) is the energy density
of the system in the equilibrium state, expressed in
terms of the entropy density S in accordance with the
relations of equilibrium thermodynamics. The entropy
density S is expressed in turn, in the following manner
in terms of the nonequilibrium distribution function np
of the excitations:
S= Sd"t"pop(np),

op=-(1-np)ln(1-np)-nplnnp.

(4.2)

(4.5)

we obtain

a8,.

.

[as]

--+div\\m=T at
at

(4.6)
coli

'

where
(4.7)

To obtain explicit expressions for lSm and W m, we
transform the right-hand side of (2.12), which expresses the energy conservation law, using Maxwell's equation
1 aH
rotE = ---_-,
c

4ne

I"OtH=-i.
c

rlt

This yields

H'

8 m=fi-N(f)-TS+ 8~'

"

4. TRANSPORT EQUATION AND THE DISSIPATION
OF MECHANICAL ENERGY

,
coli

Wm=W-Ts-j(f) +~ [EX HJ.

4"

(4.8)

For the case of longitudinal sound of interest to us, the
second of these relations goes over into Wm = W - Ts.
Finally, from (4.6) we obtain the following expression for the coefficient of sound absorption, which characterizes the rate of damping (in time) of the energy
denSity transported by the sound wave:

[as]

1
-r=-T
8".
at

coli

•

(4.9)

5. DAMPING OF NONLINEAR SOUND OSCILLATIONS
To calculate the numerator and the denominator of
(4.9), we write down the solution of the kinetic equation
in the form
(5. 1)

It is known that (4.1) is none other than the minimum
work that must be performed to transfer the system
from an equilibrium state with entropy S into a state
with a given value of a nonequilibrium distribution function.

Substituting (5. 1) in the first formula of (4.8) and confining ourselves to the lowest approximation in gp « 1
(see below), we get
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np=no(f'p) +gp.
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(5.2)

of (5.6) up to second order in the small difference
u - Wl' As a result the equation of the trajectory takes
the form

We shall verify below that the principal term in this
expression is proportional to 4>&/2, whereas the terms
discarded by us are proportional at least to 4>~. With
the same accuracy we have
(5.3)
where IIpg, is the outflow of the collision term of the
kinetic equation. The inflow part is neglected. The
possibility of this neglect is justified in detail in[Sl and
is connected with the smallness of the resonance region
in comparison with the total area of the Fermi surface.
It is known that in the case of impurity scattering we

have

~.-w,p.I._w,+'/ ,me (U-W,) '=E,

(5.7)

(5.8)
We express next all the quantities in terms of the
quasiparticle velocity u, which is connected with the
particle velocity v.=p/m by the relation (5.6). We rewrite this relation in a somewhat different form, in
which it will be more convenient to separate the small
parameter of the theory. We introduce the quantity

2,. -;-II)' - ]

Z - mu' [(

i

,

(5.9)

where
~. =p J.'/2m-lt+cD+mll.'/2+mu'/2=,.L +mu'/2,

where Tn is the time of relaxation of the electrons on
the impurity atoms in the normal metal. To estimate
the ratio of the integrals (5.3) and (5.2) and to verify
that its order of magnitude is liT", we need not calculate these integrals. Nonetheless, we must undertake
this calculation to convince ourselves of the validity of
the quality of the picture traced in the preceding sections. Namely, we must demonstrate by direct calculation that:
1) all the excitations are divided into resonant and
nonresonant ones, the resonance region being relatively
small;
2) the resonance region makes the principal contribution both to the density of the mechanical energy and to
the damping;
3) this contribution is proportional to

4>~/2.

We shall assume that the function gp depends on the
quantity z - wt. We obtain for this function the partial
differential equation

P.L'=P'-P.'·

(5. 10)

Then relation (5.6) takes the form
a.Z=1/(HZ)',

(5. 11)

(5. 12)

Let us determine the scales of the quantities ;u, Z,
and au that enter in the theory. We assume that the
characteristic scale of ;p (determined by the essential
region of integration in the expression (TS)-see below)
is Bc. The maximum permissible value of this quantity
can obviously not exceed T c'
Since ; .. (1 + Z) - f c • we obtain the following estimate
for the quantity in the right-hand side of (5. 11): (1+ Z)2
- ;~I f ~, and consequently
(5.13)
We introduce the parameter
a,=2e,'/mw'/).'.

(5. 14)

(5.4)

The characteristic equation takes the form
a~.
- - dz
- = - d p , / -=-dg.
U+!',-W

OZ

/( vpgp-w--,
o~p an.)
OZ <if,

(5.5)

We shall regard it as the principal small parameter of
the theory developed by us. We use it to rewrite the
left-hand side of (5.13) in the form ac;!le!, and obtain
the estimate

where
(5.6)
is the velocity of the quasiparticles relative to the condensate. Equations (5.6) have an energy integral

But ; .. (1 + Z) - fc' and consequently 11 + Z I « IZ I, from
which it follows that in the zeroth approximation Z =- 1.
This means that ; .. < 0 in the essential region. The foregoing leads to the estimates:

P',-wp,=E=const,

We must determine the trajectories of the quasiparticles in the resonance region, i. e., at u close to wl(z)
= w- v.(z). To this end, we expand the left-hand side
503
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Then, at the assumed accuracy, we obtain from (5.11)
an expression for Z:
(5. 15)
A. G. Aronov and V. L. Gurevich
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fied, also to the variable (z-dependent) components of
these terms. Then (5.17) leads to an equation for the
trajectory:

Pzl

u-w,=±2Ia" 1'/'m-"(tW+2wp.) '\
tW=Ela-mw'.

Pz

Dependence of the excitation energy and the z component of the
quasimomentum at ~J.>O and ;J. <0.

From (5,8) in conjunction with (5, 13) follows the estimate
m·-mcx,c<m.

As a result, the frequency of the oscillations of the
quasiparticles in the potential wells produced by the
field of the wave (we retain for it the designation wo) is
of the order of

i. e.; it is a~1/2 times larger than the particle oscillation frequency in the same field. This enables us, even
at relatively small wave amplitudes, to attain the condition of strong nonlinearity:

It is convenient, next, to express the quantities of

the type ~p, which enter in the theory, in terms of ~u
and u. We have

(5. 18)

It is seen from (5. 18) that the quasiparticles break
up into two groups-trapped, for which I g I < 2wpso (Pso
is the maximum value of Ps ), and untrapped, for which
g > 2wpso. We shall verify below that values of E of the
order of WPso - 4>0 are significant in the calculation of
the damping.

We turn no\V to the solution of (5.4). Since Psv F« A,
we can discard the terms p' Vs in the arguments of the
15 functions in the collision operator (2.6). Then

where Tn is the outflow relaxation time in the normal
metal. For the untrapped electrons, we stipulate that
gp, as a function of z and E, be periodic in the coordinate z, The solution satisfying this condition is
gp(z) =

)
]_,'+2,'1<
W
[ exp ( '"SIO -I~plhnep
- - d z -1
S d,zU-WI
-, U-Wl
,

(5,20)

ihpon,
(·S·I~pllTnePd")
X-,-exp - - - ,z •
{)z Of.
u-w,

For resonant electrons, i. e., at g::::: uP.o, the argument of the exponential is of the order of 1/WoT n « 1,
and consequently the exponential can be expanded, This
yields
d ]-' '+S'"l<d' W on. a~p S"lfplh.e.
"
_ [ 'S'l9lfplhnep
--- z
Z ------, ---dz.

gp (z ) -

(5. 16)
U=ll,

When these relations are taken into account, (4.13)
takes the form
(5. 17)

The quantities that depend on u will henceforth be taken
at U= w 1•
To understand the meaning of this estimate, we turn
to the figure. It shows schematically the function e(p.)
at ~J. > 0 and ~.L < O. We mark on the plots the points at
which the quantity u+ Vs is equal to the wave velocity w,
Generally speaking, there are three such points on each
of the plots. It is clear from the estimates given above
that a contribution to the absorption can be made only
by the vicinity of that point at which the velocity u is
directed opposite to PII • The only such point is marked
2. The large slope of the dispersion curve at this point
does indeed mean smallness of the effective mass m*.
According to (5. 13), the first term in (5. 17) is small
in comparison with the second in terms of the parameter ac' The same statement pertains, as can be veri504
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(5,21)
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- --1-1'-'
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a
au
40;"

o

We have taken into account here the fact that the integral of the first term of the expansion yields zero. Indeed, in our approximation the electron-sound wave is
periodic and harmonic, and if the origin of z is suitably
chosen, the function E.(Z), and with it also the functions
u(z), W1(Z), and 8nol8Ep, are even functions of z, whereas 8Ep/8z is an odd function.
The boundary conditions for the trapped excitations
require that the distribution functions of the quasiparticles moving in the forward and backward directions
(corresponding to the upper and lower signs in (5.18»
be equal near the turning points z 1, 2 defined by the condition u(z 1,2) = Wl' In the lowest order in II WOT n« 1,
the trapped quasiparticles have a distribution function
satisfying these conditions in the form

gp(Z) =

alp
St,•dz ,-wan,
-----,
az'
U-WI

(5. 22)

B'€p

where z 1 ,,:;; z is the closest turning point on the side of
small z.
Further,
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pression for (TS cou ):

s·

The third term will be discarded. Estimates show that
the contribution made by the change of the parameter t.
to the nonlinear damping is of the order of (wPso/ t.)2
relative to the principal contribution, which we shall
presently calculate. In addition, we neglect in the expression for a'E/az the difference between the velocities u and w. This is permissible if the intensity of the
wave has an upper bound such as to satisfy the inequality

\
N w 10
t""
. (t'+L\.'IT')"· (
L\.' )'
(TScou>=C---- dt---ch-"
e(jlo+u'p.o-- .
It I'F IO,T" "
t'+L\.'/T'
2
T't'

(5.27)
Here C\!T= 2T3/mw2t. 2 is the value of the parameter C\!e
at fe = T; CPo is the amplitude of the electrostatic potential:
1O.={wlw) (2wp.oImaT) 'I.

(5.28)

is the characteristic frequency of the oscillations of the
quasiparticles in the potential wells produced by the
sound waves; C is a dimenSionless constant equal to

The expression for ae,/az then acquires, after simple
transformations, the form
iil. = _~~ (lJ)+wp.) _ 21i.1 awp ••
iiz
a i1z
mw'a d~

(5·.23)

Finally,
(5.24)
At the accuracy assumed in this article, we should have
neglected the term PF v/2T in the argument of the hyperbolic cosine.

where K(k) and E(k) are complete elliptic integrals of
the first and second kind, respectively.
The values of t of importance in the terms containing
CPo raised to the first and second powers in (5.27) are
of the order of unity, corresponding to fe - T.
The absorption coefficient turns out to equal
f=2AI-r.,

(5.29)

The condition Ig,l «1, which follows from the inequality PF V s «t., makes it possible to expand in
powers of g, in the expression
T8.

c~1

(5.30)

i-n [{n.} .
=-T Sd-cpln--'

(5. 25)
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After averaging over the period of the wave, we obtain
<T8

coli
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+00
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(5.26)

It is convenient to change from 'integration with respect

to dP. to integration with respect to the dimensionless
variable dA=dfG/2wpso. For the untrapped particles,
the integration is carried out from 1 to 00 (actually,
however, the values of A of significance in the integral
are of the order of unity, as was indeed assumed); for
the trapped particles, the integration with respect to A
is in the range - 1 ~ A ~ 1, and the integration with respect to z is in the interval between the tUrning points
zl(A) and z2(A).
In the calculation of the integral, the quantity ~u
(5.10) can be represented with sufficient accuracy in
the form
iu=p.l'/2m-It+mw'l2.

The quantity A is always of the order of unity, and at
t./T« 1 we have A = 1.
The question of methods used to excite electronsound waves of high intensity in superconductors is
worthy of a detailed special discussion. We confine
ourselves only to several qualitative remarks.
In principle, there are two wave excitation methodsresonant and nonresonant. In the former case the external perturbation specifies simultaneously the frequency and wave vector of the wave, which are connected by the wave dispersion equation (2.26). The role of
such a perturbation could be assumed by an array of
contacts produced through thin dielectric layers between the given superconductor and a series of normal
conductors. As shown in a number of papers, [10J when
current passes through such a contact a nonzero value
of the gauge-variant potential q, is produced in the volume. Thus, by specifying the period of the array and
the frequency of the alternating field, we can independently specify both the wave vector of the volume sound
wave and its frequency.

This enables us to take the derivative ano/ae, and the
coefficient of sin(qz') in a'E,/az' outside the sign of the
integration with respect to the coordinates (5.21) and
(5. 22). The remaining integrals with respect to the
coordinate and with respect to A yield a number on the
order of unity. As a result we obtain the following ex-

In the nonresonant case, excitation of the sound is
from the end face of the sample. The perturbation frequency is set experimentally, and the wave vector "attunes itself" to it, being determined by the dispersion
relation. Imagine that the normal and superconducting
currents, which vary harmonically in antiphase with a
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frequency w, are specified on the end face of the superconductor. If the amplitude of the currents is high
enough, one can hope that they excite a nonlinear electron-sound wave of the same frequency, which attenuates with distance in the interior of the superconductor.
When estimating the total work expended on such a nonresonant excitation of the wave, it must be borne in
mind that a group of resonant quasipartic1es can be pro
duced only in a time on the order of l/wo, i. e., at a
distance on the order of VF/WO from the end face. On
the other hand, during the first periods, up to the realignment of the distribution function of the excitations,
it can be assumed (in analogy with the theory of plasmawave damping[11]) that the damping proceeds in accordance with the linear theory, i.e., that the damping
decrement is of the order of 1/w. This means in turn
that the ratio of the work performed on the wave excitation to the mechanical energy stored by the wave does
not exceed in any case exp(- aw/wo), where a is a dimensionless coefficient of the order of unity. This
means that the efficiency of the resonant method is low.
Nonetheless, it seems to us .that this method could turn
out to be experimentally realizable.
In conclusion, the authors wish to thank V. D. Kagan
and V. I. Kozub for a discussion of this work and for a
number of essential remarks.
IlThe main qualitative ideas of this paper were reported in a
brief communication, m which contains, however, an error
due to an incorrect estimate of the contribution of the reso- .
nant electrons to the mechanical energy of the wave. As a
result, the expression obtained in[7] for the absorption coefficient in the nonlinear region turns out to be wi Wo times
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larger than the true value.
2)As is usual in good conductors, we can use the neutrality condition instead. It is more convenient for us, however, to
use it in the form (2.10), since it admits of a transition to an
uncharged Fermi liquid, for which it is necessary to put
e =0.
S)Estimates of the second-harmonic amplitude will be given
below.
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